CONTROL FOR INTERSYSTEMS
(Formerly Clareti transaction control)

Fast, accurate reconciliation
of any data, any where
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Legacy technology makes effective,
dependable control of your transactions
and operations impossible. Unable to
manage today’s complex data flows and
formats, yesterday’s solutions drain
your resources and force your team to
create manual workarounds, putting your
business at risk.
Control for intersystems delivers fast,
accurate reconciliation of any size, shape
or volume of data, at scale. So no matter
how complex your controls, you can
build and manage them all in one place,
increasing efficiency, optimising resources,
and minimising risk.

Delivering
A solution to legacy problems: Fast
creation of non-standard controls reduces
manual tasks and associated risks.
Easy, flexible reconciliation, wherever you
need it: Reconcile any data, in any format,
across any area of your business.
Simple compliance and controls: In an
increasingly complex regulatory and
operational environment.
Increased efficiency, reduced costs, and
minimised risk: Through the replacement
of outdated, unsuitable legacy
technology.

Easy, flexible reconciliation
wherever you need it,
simplifying complexity
and solving the legacy
problems that are holding
your business back.

The Control difference
Advanced rules engine: delivering
some of the industry’s fastest, most
accurate matching.
Self service onboarding of new
controls: Up to 97% reduction in
onboarding time.
N-way reconciliations, built easily in
one single solution.
Rapid workflow and exception
management tools for swift issue
resolution.
Clear data visibility and audit trails for
demanding governance and regulatory
compliance standards.
Effortless scaling: Reconciliations
built to grow with you.
Interactive visualizations, dashboards
and reports, for value-adding
regulatory reporting.

Control for intersystems
success stories

Powered by the
Clareti platform
A modern, purpose-built, data integrity
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wealth management firms, insurance,

increased control onboarding

and by complex multi-nationals.

capacity by 3000% and saved £3
million a year in operational costs.

Deployed in your cloud, their cloud, our
cloud, or on-premise – we know how
important flexibility is, it’s always up

A global bank which urgently

to you.

needed to create complex new
controls to comply with a G20
regulatory deadline was running
out of time. It chose Control to
provide a modern, flexible solution
which enabled it to meet regulatory
expectations without straining its
internal IT resources.

97%

faster onboarding of new controls
by a global clearer using Control for
intersystems.

6 Days

taken to onboard a set of highly
complex controls for a customer, versus
5 months on their legacy solution.

80%

reduction in implementation fees at
firms using Gresham’s Control solutions
to create new controls.

99%

reduction in daily break count at a
firm which switched to Control for
intersystems from a legacy solution.

Discover how Gresham’s Control solutions are delivering digital integrity to firms across the globe here

